DAMOCLES -- 3nd general assembly

When: 26.-27.10.21
Local contact: Jakob Zscheischler (jakob.zscheischler@ufz.de)
Number of participants: ~50

Goals:
- Review what happened since last GA (November 2019):
  - Typology paper published
  - All 4 Training School papers published
  - 2 Special Issues nearly completed (>50 papers published)
  - 1 more Special Issue underway (iScience)
  - 3 online Working Group meetings
  - Large ensemble workshop (in person) in Paris 2021
- Reassess objectives for each working group for final year (training school #2, STSMs, meetings (incl. final meeting), publications, etc.)
- Deepen links between WGs, how to keep community alive after DAMOCLES ends
- Revive community feeling: participants belong to the “compound event community”

Format:
Mix between plenary and breakout sessions.

Schedule

26.10.21
08:30 - 09:30 Registration with Corona certificate
09:30 - 09:45 Welcome by Jakob (including rules of reimbursement)
09:45 - 10:00 Icebreaker [Bart]
10:00 - 10:45 Recap by Jakob/Bart (Typology, training school #1 outcomes, special issues, Bern meeting). What has been achieved, what needs to be done (milestones and deliverables of DAMOCLES)
10:45 - 11:15 Coffee break
11:15 - 12:30 Meeting summaries: Emanuele (Tirana), Douglas (Malta), Bart (Netherlands), Aglae (Paris)
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch
13:30 - 15:00 Presentation of WGs 1-5: remaining goals, review of past activities, timeline [WG leaders] - 15 minutes by WG. Plenary discussion follows.
15:00 - 15:15 Overview about Training School #2 in Budapest (Freya)
15:15 - 15:30 PROCLIAS presentation (Wim)
15:30 - 16:00 Coffee break
16:00 - 17:15 1st breakout session: discussion on topics defined by the CG the day before
17:15 - 17:30 Info to STSM and conference dinner at Auerbachs Keller (Jakob)

19:00 - 22:00 Meeting Dinner at https://www.auerbachs-keller-leipzig.de

27.10.21
9:00 - 09:10  Welcome
9:10 - 11:00  Summary of 1st breakout; plenary discussion about outcomes
10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break
11:00 - 12:30 **2nd breakout:** Planning of WG meetings, STSMs and other activities
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch
13:30 - 14:30 Presentation of each WGs timeline for the final year (10min each)
14:30 - 14:45 Adjourn for non-MC members [Jakob, Bart]
14:45 - 15:00 Coffee break
15:00 - 16:00 MC meeting, discussion about 2nd GP goals and budget approval [Jakob]